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Political culture is the set of attitudes, beliefs, and sentiments which give order and meaning 
to a political process and which provide the underlying assumptions and rules that govern 
behavior in the political system.  It encompasses both the political ideals and the operating 
norms of a polity….[and]is the product of both the collective history of a political system and 
the life histories of the members of that system, and thus it is rooted equally in public events 
and private experiences. 

--The International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences   
 
 It is not unusual for people to talk loosely about the culture of Congress without thinking 
deeply or clearly about what that entails.  Nevertheless, for those who have been around the 
institution for the last three or four decades, there seems to be agreement that the culture of Congress 
has changed in dramatic ways since the time of what political scientists refer to as the “textbook 
Congress” when committee chairmen were the dominant forces driving the legislative process and a 
conservative coalition of southern Democrats and Republicans seemed to rule the roost. 

 There is little disagreement that the “textbook Congress” came slamming shut in the early 
1970s and was replaced by a new book titled, “the congressional reform revolution,” which opened 
with a new generation of liberal Democrats reclaiming control of their party caucus and with it, the 
Congress itself.   The development was initially more noticeable in the House of Representatives 
than in the more individualistic Senate.  But the upper body was not all that far behind in adopting 
and adapting to the new ways of party governance. 

 It was not the first time the Congress experienced a period of increasing partisanship at the 
expense of committee and Member autonomy.  The periods from roughly 1890 through 1914 saw 
the rise of party governance in Congress, first with the “Czar” speakerships of Thomas Brackett 
Reed (R-Maine) and Joe Cannon (R-Ill.); and then with its replacement by “King Caucus” under 
Speaker Champ Clark (D-Mo.) and Majority Leader Oscar Underwood (D-Ala.) from 1911-1914.  
The Republican reign was characterized more by resistance to enlarged government powers.  
Republican President Theodore Roosevelt met stiff resistance to his progressive legislative agenda 
from House Speaker Joe Cannon:  “We don’t need any new laws; everything’s just fine back in 
Danville.”   

The Democratic overthrow of the Republicans in the 1910 election ushered in a more activist 
and progressive Congress working to implement its legislative goals through Democratic Caucus 
instructions on Members’ committee and floor votes.  It was tailor-made for President Woodrow 
Wilson’s idea of responsible party government when he took office in 1913, and used the new 
system effectively in enacting his “New Freedom” program,” working hand-in-glove with 
congressional Democrats.  

But, for most of the Twentieth Century, Congress reverted to committee government model.  
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s great success in passing his New Deal program through Congress 
in his first term was somewhat an anomaly.  In the depth of the depression even the Republican 
minority in Congress was willing to go along with much of FDR’s program out of pure desperation.  



 

 

 

 

By 1937, a backlash against the New Deal had set in, and Congress reverted to majoritarian rule by 
the bipartisan, conservative coalition. 

It is difficult to isolate how much the shifts in control from party caucuses to committees 
affected the culture of Congress, for so many other factors were in play during the 20th Century as 
the U.S. emerged as a world power after two world wars and a rapidly growing economy.  With 
modernization and internationalism came new roles for the federal government that greatly affected 
the workload of the national legislature and the roles of individual Members and Senators.  

Centrifugal and centripetal forces worked simultaneously on Members and the institution as 
jet air travel made it possible for them to fly back to their states more frequently to mend fences with 
their constituents and solidify their electoral bases.   At the same time, growing legislative workloads 
forced new learning and legislative responsibilities on them.  The proliferation of interest groups 
with their competing demands on federal resources grew proportionate to the growth in government 
responsibilities, further complicating the lives of Members and their decision-making capabilities. 

It might be argued that the culture of Congress has not changed all that much over the last 
half-century, despite the changing conditions affecting legislators and the institution—and that 
Members must still carry out their basic law-making and representational duties, regardless of 
whether party leaders or committee chairmen are calling the shots.  Members are still primarily 
interested in getting reelected, and that has always entailed raising money to campaign and making 
frequent visits to their districts to stay in close touch with their constituents.  Congress is still 
essentially a law-making body designed to address national problems in a manner that recognizes the 
diversity of the nation and the necessity, yet difficulty, of forging a national consensus on anything 
given the partisan split in the electorate. 

Members are willing to defer to their party leaders in setting the legislative agenda and in 
helping with their reelection efforts, while at the same time wanting to retain a certain amount of 
independence and policy influence within the institution.  While Members are particularly sensitive 
to polls showing a low level of public confidence, trust and approval in the Congress, they are more 
concerned about maintaining their own standing with constituents through individual casework and 
attention to district-wide problems.  Members’ political effectiveness, as reflected in reelection 
success, takes priority over institutional effectiveness as reflected in major legislative 
accomplishments by Congress.  How long this dichotomy can be sustained without exposing internal 
contradictions and individual culpability remains to be seen.  But most Members still find it easy and 
convenient to run for Congress by running against it.   And they continue to get away with it at the 
polls.  To that extent, at least, the culture hasn’t changed all that much since Members first started 
running for Congress at the beginning of the Republic.   

#   #   # 

[Attached is the author’s testimony before the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs on, “Raising the Bar for Congress: Reform Proposals for the 21st Century,” in 
which it is argued, among other things, that a culture of campaigning has replaced the culture of 
lawmaking, with party leadership and partisan considerations taking precedence over the regular 
order of committee deliberation and individual decision-making.  For more, see Donald R. 



 

 

 

 

Wolfensberger, Congress and the People: Deliberative Democracy on Trial (Johns Hopkins 
University Press and Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 2000).]     
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 Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: 

 Thank you for the invitation to testify before you today on how to improve the institution of 
Congress to better equip it for the challenges of the Twenty-first Century.  My name is Don 
Wolfensberger, and I am currently affiliated with both the Woodrow Wilson International Center for 
Scholars and the Bipartisan Policy Center.  But the views I express here today are solely my own 
and not those of either institution.   

 I have been involved in congressional reform efforts for nearly a half-century now, dating 
back to my internship with my Congressman, John B. Anderson of Illinois in 1965. He had me 
monitor the hearings of the Joint Committee on the Organization of Congress, help prepare his 
testimony for that committee and a book chapter on his reform ideas.  That book, titled “We Propose 
a Modern Congress,” was published by the House Republican Conference’s Task force on 
Congressional Reform and Minority Staffing.  The joint committee’s work, and that of the task 
force, culminated with the enactment of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970.    

I joined Congressman Anderson’s staff full time in January 1969, and continued to work on 
reform issues for him, mostly through his assignment on the Rules Committee.  Our principal 
achievement during that period was the adoption of a bipartisan rules change providing for the 
televised coverage of House floor proceedings that began in early-1979.  I subsequently served on 
the Rules Committee staff with Congressman Trent Lott, Congresswoman Lynn Martin, and 
Congressman Jerry Solomon, all of whom were interested in institutional reforms, ranging from 
budgeting and ethics, to committee jurisdictions and procedures, to inter-branch relations.  It is 
perhaps fitting that the last major reform effort I worked on was with Mr. Solomon on the Joint 
Committee on the Organization of Congress in 1993-94—an effort that died in the House Rules 
Committee, but was subsequently resurrected by the new Republican majority in January 1995 and 
adopted on opening day of the 104th Congress.  

I cite this brief history not as a matter of personal pride--though I am certainly proud of the 
Members I worked for and the efforts they put into these reform efforts--but rather as a matter of 
seasoned perspective—a cautionary tale, if you will.  For in looking back on those years it seems 
that no matter how much Congress reformed itself to adapt to changing times and public pressures, 
the more it has seemed to slip backwards into more difficult times and circumstances for which no 
measure of change would seem adequate.  Notwithstanding occasional bursts of reform and 
legislative productivity, Congress seems to be stuck in a perpetual state of popular disfavor because 
of perceived gridlock and partisan bickering.  Today Congress’s job approval rating hovers 



 

 

 

 

somewhere between 9 and 13 percent—the worst I’ve ever seen it.  The people are reacting to an 
institution they see as unable to tackle even its most basic responsibilities.   

Notwithstanding this ongoing public frustration with the political process and the 
corresponding frustration Members of Congress with the low regard in which they are held (at least 
collectively), I continue to have faith and optimism about the institution of Congress, and have not 
given up on trying to find ways to improve the situation.  Somehow our experiment in representative 
democracy has lasted 223 years, despite much worse times than we are now experiencing.  And 
somehow, I am convinced, we will last at least another two centuries because of, not in spite of, the 
Founders’ brilliant design and the resilience of the American people. 

Despite my skepticism that any particular reforms of Congress will restore the faith of the 
people in the institution or its ability to perform better, I nevertheless think the reform process serves 
the useful purpose of pointing the way for our political actors to live-up to their institutional 
responsibilities.  Put another way, it serves as the proverbial two-by-four on the stubborn mule: it 
gets the attention of Members.  At the same time, we should be wary of making brash, bold and ill-
considered changes in Congress that could have the unintended consequences of further damaging, 
diminishing and demeaning it in the eyes of the people. 

I have developed a list of ten guiding principles or objectives for use in shaping worthwhile 
reforms, and ten things that you should want to avoid.  I think these can serve as useful templates 
against which you can measure individual reform proposals.  What do you want to accomplish? 

• End the gridlock; 

• End the bitter partisanship and incivility; 

• Restore public confidence in the institution by making it more responsive to national 
problems; 

• Strengthen the legislative branch vis-à-vis the executive branch; 

• Better balance committee and party leadership powers; 

• Restore the regular order of fairness and deliberation; 

• Make Congress more efficient and productive; 

• Address problems that really matter versus those that only have a political purpose; 

• Enhance Congress’s oversight role; and 

• Better inform the public about the activities of their government. 

 

What should you avoid doing in any reform effort?  

• Punish Congress for its failings; 



 

 

 

 

• Diminish public respect for Congress by belittling it; 

• Set unreasonable goals and standards to be judged by; 

• Strengthen the powers of the presidency versus Congress;  

• Lessen the ability of committees to deliberate; 

• Make transparency the enemy of compromise; 

• Establish unrealistic fiscal benchmarks; 

• Increase access for special interests;  

• Make leadership advancement dependent on fundraising prowess and success; 
and 

• Restrict the rights of the minority party. 

I don’t come before you today with any silver bullets because I don’t think there are such 
things that can magically transform such a human institution as Congress, with all its faults and 
foibles.  There are, however, some small, incremental things that can be done to remind Members of 
their responsibilities and potential for contributing to the greater good of the institution and the 
Nation.  First and foremost, restore the regular order.  You don’t need a whole new set of rules; you 
just need to better adhere to existing rules governing the legislative process in committees and in 
floor debates with the overarching goals of openness, fairness and deliberation.    

Second, restore the use of conference committees.  In recent years, conference committees 
have been used less frequently--replaced by what I call “leadership ping-pong” in which 
amendments are batted back and forth between the houses by party leaders.  What this does is to 
keep out of the loop the relevant and knowledgeable committee actors who know the most about the 
legislation.  Conference committees are far preferable because they not only serve foster serious 
discussions over the merits of differing House and Senate provisions in a bill, but they also bring 
Members of both parties and both bodies together in a unique bonding exercise to find common 
ground.  Party leaders are not really all that great at legislating: they don’t have the time, inclination 
or expertise to do a conscientious job of it.  Let the committees of the two chambers get back to 
conferring and compromising over their differences.  

Third, make the budget process work as intended by: (1) making sure the leadership places 
high priority on adopting a budget resolution on time; and (2) getting all the appropriations bills 
enacted before Oct. 1.  This is a matter in which the party leaders must bring clear and forceful 
direction to bear.  Managing the purse strings is Congress’s “job one” under the Constitution; failing 
that obligation is a major source of lost public confidence as well as of enormous confusion and 
disarray among the federal, state and local agencies that depend on a reliable funding stream to do 
their jobs properly.   

I would recommend converting to a biennial budget resolution to be adopted in the first 
session of each Congress, while retaining an annual appropriations process to retain control and 



 

 

 

 

scrutiny over the executive.  But I would enhance that by doing something similar to what was done 
in the Budget Control Act of 2011.  I would spin off the discretionary spending levels in the final 
budget resolution for the next two years into a bill that, when enacted, would establish binding, 
biennial spending ceilings.  In so doing, you would make the job of the appropriations committees 
much easier in the second session—perhaps even sparing you a lame duck session. 

Finally, you must find a way to disentangle campaigning from the legislative process.  We 
have slowly shifted over the last forty years from a culture of lawmaking in Congress to a culture of 
campaigning.  It is often reflected in committee clashes and floor debates, as well as in Members’ 
all-consuming, daily obsession with raising campaign funds for themselves and their party.  

One former House Member told a public forum recently that the main reason Members vie 
for slots on certain committees today is for the campaign contributions they will be able to raise--not 
to make policy.  “They’re not really interested in legislating or the work of the committee,” he said.  
That is a sad state of affairs, as are so-called leadership PACs that even freshmen Members are now 
encouraged to create.  Choosing committee and subcommittee chairs in the House is sometimes 
based more on Members’ fundraising abilities than on their expertise or seniority.  And then, once 
they become chairs, they are assessed specified amounts by their campaign committees to contribute 
to party coffers.   

All this has grossly contorted the nature of the institution from a lawmaking machine into a 
money machine.  I don’t have specific recommendations on how you reverse this trend.  I suspect it 
can only be done by restraints placed in House and Senate rules.  But, step back and consider just 
how all this looks from the outside, and I think you will agree: it looks downright ugly.  

In conclusion, I am not terribly sanguine that Congress will embrace the steps needed to 
restore a culture of lawmaking.  We may have to wait until one party or the other gains a solid 
working majority and no longer needs to campaign 24-7 under the Capitol Dome.  I do think that if 
the low estate in which Congress is held by the public persists, the people themselves will find ways 
to change the institution for you. 

Thank you.  

 


